. Related to STAR methods section -Receptor Structure Preparation and Details of MD simulations. Details of the systems for which simulations were performed in thus study. The simulations time given in the last column comes from 5 production MD simulation runs, each 200ns long, performed for each system. 2.50 and S91 3.39 from different simulations. D. The population density of the MD snapshots that retain the water molecule that mediates the hydrogen bond with Trp246 shown in A. E-F. Effect of Na + ion on the NECA conformations in the binding site in the inactive R state of A 2A R. E. The MD simulations show two distinct conformations for the agonist NECA shown as ① and ② in Figure A . The most occupied conformation of NECA shows interactions with residues on TM6 and TM7 while the minor NECA conformation shows interactions with TM5 and TM6. F. NECA interaction in the binding site is stabilized by the presence of the Na + ion in the sodium binding site although the Na + ion itself is flexible when NECA is bound to the R state. Figure S7 . Related to Figure 7 . Plot of population density of residue-NECA distances over the last 100ns of aggregated MD trajectories for NECA bound to R' and R*•G states. The residues V84, L85, T88 and L249 that show maximum contraction in ligandresidue distances are very flexible with broad distributions in the R' state compared to the R*•G state. This shows that the flexibility of the residues in the ligand binding site is higher in the active intermediate R' state compared to the fully active R*•G state. 
